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Abstract: This article takes the three Yuefu poems, “Oh Heavens Above”, “Some 
Thoughts”, and “Gathering Sweetgrass on the Hill”, as a reference to study the love 
view of the women in the Han Dynasty, which mainly shows three levels: the bold and 
persistent pursuit for pure love; the equivalence principle of loyalty to love; the yield of 
feudal authority. 
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Introduction 
 
Yuefu poems in the Han Dynasty put narrative poetry as the basic genre. Except for 
“Book of Songs”, “The Songs of the Chu”, Yuefu is created as a generation of poetry 
genre, and become the main source of the major form of classical poetry in China - five 
character verse and mixed speech. With the certain social and personnel, especially the 
gathering standards of poetry of Yuefu poems, Yuefu are different with ancient poems, 
depending on narration and word as the character(Shen Deqian “Origin of Acient 
Poems”). Bangu called: it appeared on the specific thing relying on grief and joy (“book 
of Han Dynasty:YiWenZhi”). For the purpose of custom of composing poetry and 
expressing politics , Han music-office have appeared a lot of poems reflecting the social 
problems, especially reflecting the family relationship, which is the essence of the Han 
Yuefu. They realize the breakthrough that “Book of Songs” does not pay attention to 
family life, at the same time, but also reflects the major changes in social 
consciousness after the Han Dynasty feudal relationship has basically transformed. 
This article is based on the family perspective, with one of the important part - love as 
the point of view, from the three Yuefu poems “Oh Heavens Above”, “Some Thoughts”, 
and “Gathering Sweetgrass on the Hill”, studies the Han women 's love view. 
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One 
 
Women pursue the sincere love firmly and persistently, and pursue freedom feeling 
boldly and warmly. “Oh Heavens Above” is the love expression in the heart of a spoony 
woman, it is singing out of a foolish woman’s attitude that love is more important than 
life and the death. 

Oh Heavens Above! I will shower you with my love.It will endure despite the fates 
above.When mountains don’t rise high, or rivers have run dry, or winter thunders 
rumble by, or summer snowflakes fly, or the earth joins the sky, only then shall I give 
up my love. 

The whole poetic express emotion audaciously and vigorously, and the fire passion 
as the Yellow River waves resounding the horizon, whose mighty shocks mind and 
moves soul. Hu Yinglin commented this poem and said: “Oh Heavens Above describes 
love, only short chapter is masterpiece.”(“ShiSou”, volume one) The three sentences of 
the beginning of “Oh Heavens Above” show the swearing to God with straight heart, a 
word spoken for loyalty with no retreat, and the blazing feeling writted vividly on the 
paper, refreshing mind. A “desire” word, though the premise of the hypothesis, reveals 
categorically the oath- “It will endure despite the fates above”. The sound of oath 
reverberates on the universe filled with confirmedly loyalty, and the deep devotion can 
not be destroyed; a "desire" word reflects calmness and ration in warmth. The female, 
with a rock-like faith and flame-like enthusiasm, not submitting to feudal ethical code 
and pursuing the happy life, is performed vividly. Although the poem did not portray 
the image of the hero, the image of a true, honest, and faithful woman is represented 
between the lines, already clearly standing in front of us. From “mountains don’t rise 
high” to “only then shall I give up my love”, there are five sentences. It is a connecting 
link between the preceding and the following and down. They express women vow 
from the reverse side. Which the five kinds of natural phenomenons can not appear as 
the prerequisite for severing love in a certain tone of negation, and further strengthen 
the purely determined attitude to love. The love like magma erupting is strongly 
unrestrained. Shen Deqian of Qing Dynasty “ancient poem” commented and said: 
“mountains don’t rise high”- the following five kinds of phenomenons are same 
meanings but not parallelism. How powerful the writing skills are! Zhang Yugu from 
Qing Dynasty “ancient poetry appreciation” also said: “And this poem was make 
smooth reading not repeated, representing wonderful skills.” And the marvellous 
expression is rooted in the true feelings of love.” there will never appear these five 
kinds of phenomenons, then I can not break off with you "(Wang Xianqian) "Rao Songs 
of Han Dynasty"). 
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Love, the most noble and great emotion of mankind, has become a poetic tradition 
of chanting themes from its birth, especially in the field of folk songs, and the 
performance was particularly strong. “The Book of Songs” also has these articles, like 
“A Fair Maiden”, “ Jiang You Si ”, “Piao You Hui Ye” “Ye You SiJ un”, “Qin Wei” and so 
on. They perform an inner desire for love, or perform memory and depiction in love, 
but more is that natural characterization because of the instinct, in other words, it is a 
kind of the feelings of suppression and depression. Women in Han Dynasty are 
different, because they show the breakthrough in the inherent tradition, showing their 
own emotions for loving, showing a strong individual subjective consciousness, also 
they put love equal to the height of life or even higher than the height of life to express 
love. To pursue love boldly and sing love, which is a major leap of people’s emotion in 
the field of literary expression from all over the world, which is a whoop and impact to 
the system of male power and oppression. The bold pursuit for the feelings of life is 
also the precursor of the “human consciousness and human discovery”. “Oh Heavens 
Above” can be regarded as its outstanding representative. At the beginning of the last 
century, reflecting the Tang and Five Dynasties folk life, Dunhuang song, found in 
Gansu Dunhuang Mogao Grottoes (also known as Thousand Buddha Cave), there are 
an Anonymous song called “Bodhisattva Dancer”: “Hopes for love lying on hairline 
scattering on pillow, green mountains disappear. Weigh-er will float on the surface of 
water? Yellow rover is dried-up, will sun rise up at night? Big dipper go to south of earth, 
my love will never go.” That Yuefu folk song“Oh Heavens Above” is echo of the 
different Dynasty for hearts of women in the Han Dynasty! 
 

Two 
 
Except for their own loyalty , specific attitude and persistent pursuit to love, on the 
other side, the women of Han Dynasty also made a request that they strongly urged 
each other’s loyalty to their love, which is that the two sides must pay the other side 
equally. That is the exclusion of emotion. Under this principle, any violation and 
betrayal are intolerable (even in the feelings of love), leading to their resentment or 
even suicide.“Some Thought”is the portrayal of this concept : 

The man I’m always missing, he is there, south of sea. What gift for you? That must 
be tortoise hairpin decorated with pearls and ring of jades. When he is insincere, 
sadness to smash it, burn it, let it go with wind! From now on, severing relations and 
feelings, never miss you again. Remembering the date, date awaking around animals, 
date knowing bother and sister. Listening the sing of birds, autumn, heart with a mess, 
I will know what I should do when it’s dawn. 
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The heroine has a sweetheart. What donate him to express own affection. It is 
necessary to think deeply. To send hairpin, because I hope that she thinks about own 
every day. The hair is combed in the morning and evening. Then hairpin is not made of 
an ordinary material. It is kind of tortoiseshell. “The History of the Later Han 
Dynasty,YiFuZhi” said, “the hairpin is made of tortoiseshell for a ruler decorated with 
double bead, which is most beautiful. But this is not enough. It should be made with 
jade twined and double pearls sewed. It is the so-called “inextricably” in the thousands 
of knots ”. A small hairpin already condensed the heroine of the treasure, which means 
the deeply sweet, delicately operation, especially representing the real love. How deep 
feelings this is. Because there is such a deep love only abominating to unfaithful lover. 
Once she heard that he love the other woman. There will make the full enthusiasm 
suddenly turn into a cavity resentment. She will not only burn the love token, but let 
the gray also fly with the wind. So let sentiment disappear without a trace. “From now 
on, severing relations and feelings, never miss you again.” This is the exclusion of the 
past emotions, but also it is the reaction of the sense of love in the true feelings. From 
the extreme of love to extreme of hate, as Dai Yu cutting sachet with straightforward, 
this is love of principle of equivalence. Even so, cherishing the memory of the joy of the 
past love, because the hearts of that emotion is not easy to let go. What’s more, 
"brother and sister also know". It is not so much scruples but the pretext. It is hard to 
forget the old feelings and perseverance, but there are calmness after the rational 
meditation, after all, love can not be forgot.  

Another Yuefu poem “To a Faithless Husband” also conveyed the same thoughts and 
feelings of the heroine as the “some thought”: “Plain as snow on the hill, clear as moon 
among the clouds. Is your change of heart, they tell me; and so I've come to bid you 
good-bye. Today we've drunk a measure of wine, tomorrow we must part by the canal. 
I shall walk beside the royal canal, whose waters flow east and are gone, and wonder 
if my grief will ever end. No girl need cry when she's married. If her husband is a 
single-hearted man, who will not leave her till her hair is white. Pliant the bamboo 
fishing rod, wet, wet, the tail of the fish. A man who valued constancy, would set no 
store by money!” The hero in poem pursues pure love- “If her husband is a 
single-hearted man, who will not leave her till her hair is white”. “That helping each 
other when both are in humble circumstances; that is happiness with same 
interests-bamboo and"tail of fish.” Lovers’ request is that knowing how to make choice- 
“A man who valued constancy, would set no store by money!” For betraying the love, 
there will be leaving decisively- “Is your change of heart, they tell me; and so I've come 
to bid you good-bye.”In the Han Dynasty, under the feudal system and the ritual 
system, women are only the dependency tin he patriarchal society. They rely entirely 
on men to obtain social existence and relative individual value, therefore, in a sense, 
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the women's pursuit in Han Dynasty of love is the pursuit of their own value, and is the 
affirmation and singing existence of the individual. In their body flashes “inner light” - 
“innocent, strong feelings, sober and deep thought, straightforward and bold 
personality”. (Zhao Qizheng reading “To a Faithless Husband” ). 
 

Three 
 
In the Han Dynasty, women were under the multiple oppression of the feudal system, 
although they have a good desire for love and a bold pursuit, but in the powerful feudal 
ethics, feudal ethical and feudal patriarch, their beautiful marriage and love can not get 
the slightest protection. Because vulnerable individuals can not fight against the 
powerful feudal system and system, the love dilemma is that they often have to 
succumb to the feudal system of obscenity and be ravaged vulnerably under the iron 
palm. The Yuefu poem “Gathering Sweetgrass on the Hill” revealed this social tragedy. 

On the hill she gathers sweet grass, and meets her ex-husband, alas. To ask him, she 
falls on her knees, “How is your now wife, tell me please.” “Nothing is bad with my wife 
new. But she is not as good as you. You both have a complexion fair, but in weaving 
she can’t compare, when she came in through the door, you , my dear, could be seen 
no more. Of silk you’ve better command; one roll she can weave in a day, and more you 
produce I must say. The cotton’s coarse and the silk fine; my new wife you do outshine. 

The whole poem does not tell the tragedy, but only intercepts a scene in life. There 
is no description of the event, psychological portrayal, but the daily conversation of 
ordinary dialogue. That can gain the major meanings from ordinary things and these 
ordinary things have universal principles. A virtuous and unwarranted female image 
will be lifelike standing in front of the reader, she was wronged, she tragically sad, she 
quietly protested. The reason for her abandonment has always different view. Mr. Yu 
Guanying thought that ex- husband like the new wife. “This woman was the 
abandoned, her husband, of course, is always greener” (“Yuefu poetry”, the “Han and 
Wei Dynasties poems” have the same argument). Wang Li and You Guoen has the 
same idea(in “Ancient Chinese” and “History of Chinese Literature”), I think this is 
questionable. 

From the text, such as the attitude of abandoned women - kneeling, and the attitude 
of the husband - sincere answer and the words of praise to the abandoned woman, we 
can see the feelings between them is still very good. Even if the divorced, there are still 
feelings in their hearts, especially the husband sighing “my new wife you do outshine”, 
fulling of frustration and strong sentimental sentiment. Thus, Mr. Zhu Dongrun thought 
that abandoned women was abandoned because of the husband forced, and the feudal 
marriage system on women's oppression (“Chinese ancient works of works selected up 
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the mountain mining”). Zhu Binjie has the same view. He said: “The main reason for 
this tragedy is not husband, or as the “The Peacock Flies Southeast” reflected, because 
of the persecution of the parents.” (“Chinese literature history Outline (one) ”) 
Comparing the above two views, I think the latter seems more close to the text 
meaning. “The Hiatory of Later Han Dynasty”, volume eight four, the biography of Cao 
Shishu’ wife, “Women’s Conduct” said: “women have four characters: first is morality; 
second is speaking; third is appearance; forth is managing the family.” In this standard, 
on the concept of the whole poem, the abandoned woman of the poetry fairly accord 
with the feudal ethics: up the mountain by the extravagant, “On the hill she gathers 
sweet grass”, in “Herbary”also known as “Wei Wu”. “Guangzhi” said: “herb” called “Wei 
Wu” was in the possession of clothing of Wei Emperor.The ancients have a tradition 
that the herb called Wei Wu is compared as virtue. Considering the ceremony of 
“kneeling for long time”, it can be described as the virtues of good morality and holding 
etiquette; abandoned women questioned words gently without blaming and angering, 
which can be described kind-hearted. Ex-husband said, “Nothing is bad with my wife 
new. But she is not as good as you”, expressing the abandoned woman 
beautiful(falling on slender leg for long time, gentle and honest, which shows softer); 
and said, “weaving a day”, especially showing the abandoned women proficient skills 
with large quantity and high quality. This women with great virtue were excluded from 
the feudal marriage, revealing the significance of a great tragic. Oppression of feudal 
system to women is multiple and harsh, except for the “four lines”, there also 
are“seven pieces of criterion for divorce wife”. “Da Dai Li Ji, BenMing” said: “there are 
seven principles for divorcing women: divorcing woman for her unfilial; divorcing for no 
son; divorcing for prostitution; divorcing for jealousy; divorcing for heavy disease. 
What’s more, when husband is very good to his wife, parents are not happy. The result 
is divorcing the woman.” (“The Book of Rites”). In feudal ritual system and the 
imprisonment of patriarchal system layer upon layer, with the feudal education from 
young, the fate and future of Han women's marriage and love can be imagined.Their 
dedication to love, loyalty to love, their good ideals to love, ultimately must be 
restricted to the feudal ethical code and patriarchal system, just as the small grass in 
the storm with trampling. They never can not jump out from the cage that time and 
society create, which destined tragedy fate of heir love and marriage. And only to 
completely break the feudal yoke, to achieve real equality and freedom, their marriage 
and love ideal can finally come true. 

Indeed, the above discussion is only the mainstream phenomenon of women's love 
view reflected in the poems of Han Yuefu. In addition, there are many ways to reflect 
the loyalty to love, even protection for love with death, such as “The Peacock Flies 
Southeast” Jiao Zhongqing and his wife Liu Lanzhi,etc. But their resistance is built on 
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the basis of compromise resistance, and this resistance is negative and passive, which 
will be as expense of life. For the individual, this resistance is meaningless. In the Han 
Dynasty, the women's love view is the vast river, it could be ignored. 
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